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Introduction

Edge is a feature as a discontinuity in light intensity of pixels in an image. The edges of an image are always regarded as important features of image and reflecting high frequencies. Detection of an image edges are used as an indicator for processing and extraction of some of border characteristics at low level, and for detection and finding objects at high level. Several methods were suggested for edge detection on the basis of fuzzy logic, including if-then rules in fuzzy logic. In many methods, points adjacent to pixels in some classes have been regarded as a base of fuzzy function inference, and then functions of appropriate membership were determined and used for each class. Adjacent points in are considered as 3*3 sets surrounding intended point. This method deals with edge detection through pre-determined membership function. Discontinuity of edges is carried out in different extraction colorful 3*3 sets and by 5 fuzzy laws and membership functions of edge detection.

Discontinuity from adjacent point around the point has been investigated in these laws. If the difference is similar to one of the pre-defined rules, pixel will be viewed as an edg. Another similar study was suggested by Mansouri et al in, which points adjacent to each pixel have been grouped into 6 different sets. Then, valuation from zero to one has been done for each group

Related works: Fuzzy logic creates a powerful method for decision-making. Concept of fuzzy logic has been presented by Lotfizade. Several studies have been conducted on applying different areas of digital images, including evaluation of image quality, edge detection, image division, etc. Many techniques have been presented by researchers for edge detection on the basis of fuzzy logic in recent years. A method of edge detection based on Probability Partition of image has been presented in, in which triple fuzzy partitions and principle of Maximum Entropy have been used for finding parameter values. In this way, the best compact edge is represented. Above-recommended method considers Maximum Derivative as a necessary condition for Entropy function and an effective algorithm has been obtained for three-levels of thresholding based on this condition. In addition, other methods have been used for edge detection based on fuzzy logic, including if-then rules in fuzzy logic. In many methods, points adjacent to pixels in some classes have been regarded as a base of fuzzy function inference, and then functions of appropriate membership were determined and used for each class. Adjacent points in are considered as 3*3 sets surrounding intended point. This method deals with edge detection through pre-determined membership function. Discontinuity of edges is carried out in different extraction colorful 3*3 sets and by 5 fuzzy laws and membership functions of edge detection.

Abstract

Detecting edge is one of the important concepts in image processing that is possible via marking points of image, in which light intensity changes suddenly. Usually, these sharp changes in image characteristics indicate significant events and changes in environment characteristics. Therefore, this study aims to detect and retouch image edges by fuzzy logic. Existence of additional points and lines is one of the important disadvantages of different methods of edge detection. This disadvantage causes difficulties in detecting edge. In recommended method by fuzzy adjustment of images, the additional lines and points are removed in edge detection results, weak edges are reinforced, and important edges are extracted. In order to identify the additional points and lines and weak edges in edge detection, some rules have been defined in fuzzy rule base. Finally, comparison of extracted edges with fuzzy adjustment method and other methods indicated that edge detection by the fuzzy adjustment method (recommended by this paper) is more effective than other methods in edge detection.
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by bell-shaped membership function. Decision-making of existence or non-existence of edge and determining the direction of edge pixels was made according to membership values and fuzzy laws\textsuperscript{17}.

**Methodology**

At the beginning, vertical, horizontal, and directional derivatives are determined for image and obtained images are regarded as algorithm entry. Then, necessary adjustments for reinforcement of the intended edges and elimination of additional lines and points are carried out at later stages. Conditions of these adjustments are the main part of this study that produce suitable results compared to other methods. This adjustment includes reinforcement of weak edges and elimination of additional points and lines (that are defined by if-then relationships). Finally, the results of algorithms are studied and compared with other methods. At the beginning, vertical, horizontal, and oblique derivatives are determined for image and obtained images are regarded as algorithm entry. In fact, we have done fuzzification this stage\textsuperscript{18}.

Several operators of edge detection work on the basis of the first derivative of light intensity; that is, we deal with gradient of light intensity of main data. Using this information, we can seek for an image for peaks of light gradient.

If $I(x)$ represent the light intensity of pixel $x$ and $I'(x)$ of the first derivative (gradient of light intensity) of pixel $x$, then: (1) $I'(x) = -1.1(I(x - 1)) + 0.1(I(x)) + 1.1(I(x + 1))$

For processing image with a better performance, the first derivative can be obtained by multiplying masks in figure 1 in intended image.
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**Figure 1**

Mask of the first derivative for a) horizontal, b) vertical, and c) directional edges

Four images obtained from derivation are combined by operator Maximum in order to combine and get an image of fuzzy input. It means that for each pixel, we have a degree of edge membership in four images. Now, we consider maximum values of fuzzy membership occurred for each pixel as a degree of its edge. Degree of input edge is defined by the function of figure-2.

Raw edges have been prepared for the next stage. The necessary adjustments will be applied for reinforcement of intended edges and elimination of additional lines and points. For functions, “and” and “or” has been used respectively for minimum and maximum. It means that using each deduction rule, obtained fuzzy sets have joined input data through an additive function. Output of the system has been calculated as a membership function and a binary image has been produced by the output condition, in which white pixels indicate edge and black pixels are areas without edge.

**Figure 2**

Fuzzy membership function for image fuzzification

**Figure 3**

Fuzzy membership function for defuzzification

The first adjustment, reinforcement of the weak edges and elimination of additional lines: For the first edge adjustment, we move kernels $5*5$ and $3*3$ on image, and in the case of meeting the condition, 2 pixels greater than middle pixel and 2 pixels at the left of middle pixel of the kernel have the degree of fuzzy membership of the edge. One of the conditions is that if the degree of fuzzy membership of upper left point, the middle point and right lower point is greater than experimental threshold 60, this edge must be reinforced. For this reason, point of 2 pixels upper than middle point and 2 pixels at the left middle point take the label “edge” and the intended edge is developed and reinforced. In the case of not meeting the condition, the additional line will be eliminated. Figure 4 shows a black edge, conditions, and results.

The second adjustment, elimination of single points: The image obtained from the first adjustment is examined by the rules of fuzzy database and a kernel $5*5$ in the third adjustment and single points of image are eliminated. Single points are those ones that do not have edge around them. Figure 5 shows the rules of database.

The third adjustment, elimination of additional points: The
image obtained from the second adjustment is examined by the rules of fuzzy database and a kernel 2*2 in the third adjustment and additional points are eliminated. Additional points are those ones smaller than 4 pixels. Figure 6 shows these conditions and related results.

**Results and Discussion**

This method has been compared to other methods for different images. Derivatives in 4 directions on figure-7 are shown in figure-8. Results of the edge detection methods on figure-7 are shown in figure-9. No method has a good performance in this image and discontinuous lines are visible on all images. Canny method has regarded projections as an edge. The best methods for edging in this image were Sobel, Prewitt, and Roberts.

Figures-10 and 11 show the results of recommended method on figure 7 in the first and second adjustments. Weak and strong edges have been extracted in the first adjustment. Furthermore, these edges may include undesirable points and additional edges. Single points have been eliminated in the second adjustment. As seen in figure-12, the weak edges have been eliminated in the third adjustment and thickness of edges has been reduced.
Figure 8
Derivative in a) horizontal, b) vertical, and c) oblique directions

Figure 9
Edge detection of a) Canny, b) Sobel, c) Prewitt, and d) Roberts

Figure 10
Result of the recommended method in the first adjustment. Single and additional points are identified by red cycles

Thick lines become thin in the third adjustment and only main lines remain. Moreover, scattered lines in image, which are not connected to the main lines, are eliminated. This adjustment can be used to extract the main edges. For having all edges, either weak or strong, the third adjustment cannot be applied.

Figure 11
Result of recommended method in the second adjustment. Single and additional points have been eliminated that are identified by red cycles
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